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Abstract. The study of the history of political thought has undergone significant
advances in recent years, yet these changes have not been reflected in the academic study
of International Relations (IR), where an often naïve and methodologically
unsophisticated approach to historical interpretation still reigns. In this paper, I seek to
introduce the Cambridge School of historical interpretation into IR, focusing in
particular on the work of Quentin Skinner. I argue that the School’s emphasis on the
linguistic-conceptual roots of political legitimacy, and consequently the normative
ordering of social and political life, has important implications for contemporary critical
IR theory.

I.

Introduction1
‘One reason for the vitality of the states system is the tyranny of the
concepts and normative principles associated with it.’2

The role of language in the constitution of social and political life has long been
overlooked in the academic study of International Relations (IR). The most
influential theoretical approaches, those that today dominate debate in the hallowed
halls of American political science, remain wedded to a correspondence theory of
truth and the ‘elusive quest’ for a scientific understanding of the world.3 Concerns
about language and inter-subjectivity are thus deemed irrelevant in the mission to
explain the pattern(s) of international affairs. It is as if much of twentieth century
social theory and philosophy had never been written. Nevertheless, over the last few
years an increasing number of critical voices in IR have sought to challenge this
prevailing attitude.4
The starting point for many of these new approaches – which are here taken
to include post-modernism(s)/post-structuralism, most flavours of feminism and
some constructivists – has been work produced in the wake of the ‘linguistic turn’ in
social and political theory.5 This turn has followed a number of diverse, winding
1
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routes including the universal pragmatics developed by Habermas and Apel, the
transcendental phenomenology of Husserl, the ordinary language analysis of
Wittgenstein and Austin, and the hermeneutics of, amongst others, Heidegger,
Ricoeur and Gadamer. Nevertheless, in social and political theory in general, and IR
in particular, there are still other complementary approaches that remain underexplored. One such approach is that developed by the ‘Cambridge School’ of
intellectual historians, and in particular by Quentin Skinner. Charles Taylor has for
example stated that Skinner has succeeded in developing an ‘…interesting and
challenging position in the field of political theory’6, whilst Kari Palonen has claimed
that he can be regarded as one of ‘the few dissidents in the contemporary academic
world’ who concentrate on the role of conceptual and linguistic change in the study
of politics.7 The purpose of this paper can therefore be seen as an attempt to
introduce and outline this position in relation to IR, and as such it is a partial
response to Ken Booth’s argument that it ‘is vital that students of IR give language
more attention than hitherto, as words shape as well as reflect reality.’8 This paper is
not intended to add anything substantially new to the history/theory debate which
spawned much of the Cambridge Schools methodology, nor does it claim that
emphasising the role of language is something alien to IR, for it is increasingly
common around the dissident margins of the field.9 Nevertheless, the Cambridge
School approach has much to offer the contemporary IR theorist, especially through
its focus on the role of history and conceptual change, as well as its understanding of
how political legitimacy is embedded in the set of political vocabularies available at
any given time, and I will further be arguing that it can form the basis for a critical
theoretic orientation to world politics, but not one that slots easily into any of the
traditionally recognised schools of Critical theory.
Why have the implications for political theory inherent in the Cambridge
School project been overlooked? Partly, I would argue, due to the fact that the
approach is not a fully developed alternative to any of the aformentioned positions,
drawing as it does on a number of insights from various traditions, including both
Anglo-American and continental philosophy, as well as social theory and
historiography. Rather, the authors associated with the school have sought to draw
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our attention to certain key features about language and how it is employed in
society, and also how this understanding has evolved historically. Secondly, and
more significantly, is the fact that the authors, and Skinner in particular, are usually
bracketed as historians rather than political theorists, and aspects of their work that
directly relates to political theory are either overlooked or assumed to refer primarily
(and sometimes only) to the study of the history of ideas.10 I will argue that this
characterisation is a mistake, and that within the arguments sketched by the
Cambridge School authors can be found an important and coherent approach to
understanding social and political life. By concentrating on conceptual change, and
the constitutive role played by language in shaping the normative architecture of (any
given) society, we can begin to gain a more sophisticated understanding of language
in both the reproduction of social norms and conventions, and in the process of
change itself. Furthermore, such an understanding helps to highlight the limits and
possibilities for challenging the current construction of social being. In an age of
paradox and uncertainty this is of great importance.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The first section introduces the
methodological position elaborated by the Cambridge School, concentrating in
particular on the historical interpretative arguments of Skinner. Whilst not delving
into the labyrinthine depths that the debate over this work has sometimes provoked,
it is hoped that the outline will provide a suitable introduction to the aims, methods
and assumptions of the School. It will be argued that the adoption of this
methodology, and the writing of conceptual histories in particular, could help to
develop and improve the debate over the history of political thought in IR, and as a
consequence shed some light on contemporary theoretical debates. Following this, in
the second section, it will be argued that within Skinner’s methodology is an
important, but usually overlooked, approach to social and political understanding,
and that this can be employed as the foundation for a critical theoretic approach to
world politics.11 In particular, I will concentrate on the role of conceptual change and
the normative structuring of society through the evaluative dimension that these
concepts inherently contain. However, it is also argued that such an understanding of
the School’s work does not have to be rooted in, or confined by, the ‘traditional’
sources of critical social theory – whether of the Frankfurt School or French inspired
post-structuralism – although it draws insights from both of them.
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II. History and Theory: The ‘Cambridge School’ Methodology
Meaning and Understanding
Let it be said…that during the last ten years scholars interested in the
study of systems of political thought have had the experience of living
through radical changes, which may amount to a transformation, in
their discipline.12
During the 1960’s a number of young historians, either based in or trained at
Cambridge University, helped to re-orient the study of the history of political
thought. Three scholars in particular stand out in this endeavor, namely J.G.A
Pocock, John Dunn and Quentin Skinner. For the sake of convenience, and
following convention, I will term these authors representatives of the ‘Cambridge
School’ methodology.13 I will be concentrating in particular on the work of Quentin
Skinner, who is probably the most influential figure associated with this approach,
and who has most fully developed the methodology in writing.14 These scholars were
reacting to what they saw as widespread methodological naivety in the study of the
history of ideas, a naivety which has, until recently at least, characterised the history
of thought in IR. The main criticism that they leveled at other historians concerned
the attempt to interpret de-contextualised works of political thought, thereby treating
them in a resolutely non-historical manner. In contrast, John Dunn has summed up
the Cambridge School approach as one that ‘…takes the historical character of the
texts as fundamental, and understands these, in the last instance, as highly complex
human actions.’15 As such, it is regarded as essential that the texts are treated in a
self-consciously historical manner, through locating them in time and place and,
12
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moreover, examining them in their linguistic context(s). The Cambridge School
authors thus sought to introduce a reflexive historical sensitivity to the process of
interpretation.
More specifically, the main targets for Skinner’s ongoing critique are what
might be termed the ‘textualist’ and ‘social contextualist’ approaches to interpreting
(and consequently teaching) the classic texts in political philosophy. The textualist
approach is defined by the study of seminal works for the purpose of uncovering
some timeless wisdom presented in answer to perennial questions, whether they
concern the nature of the state, of justice, or of human behaviour. Thus in order to
answer the question ‘what way is best to live?’ the textualist would dutifully pull out
her well-thumbed copy of the Republic, of Leviathan and of A Theory of Justice in the
search for answers that can be compared and contrasted. The pitfalls inherent in such
an approach should be apparent to the contemporary reader, in brief: the meaning of
the words themselves may have changed, if they could even be translated into
contemporary English at all; there is the danger of fixing present categories of
thought onto the past, of reading it in terms of today; furthermore there is the
problem of imposing ex post facto coherence and ascribing knowledge where there
could not have been any, of searching for views that the author is unlikely to have
had access to (‘as x would have said if…); and finally, and most obviously, there is
the isolation of the text from the environment, whether institutional, intellectual
and/or social-political, in which it was conceived and written. A text is not produced
in a vacuum, against a blank milieu, and the author will have had his or her own
reasons and purpose in writing what they did, and also how they did. There is a long
tradition of textualism in the study of politics, exemplified most powerfully by Leo
Strauss16, and it can still be seen in some of the more naive works of IR theory; the
simplistic re-creation of a trans-historical realist canon springs most readily to mind.17
More common now, and on the ascendant when Skinner wrote his early
polemical papers, is the social contextualist mode of interpretation. This is a more
sophisticated method, whereby a text is located in the social - defined broadly to
include political, religious and cultural - context in which it was written. Hobbes can
here serve as an illustrative example. The social contextualist might note that
Leviathan (1651) was written in the aftermath of the English Civil War, and that the
disastrous Thirty years war, which wrought devastation across the length and
breadth of Europe, served as a grim backdrop. As such, Hobbes’ call for a strong
state can be seen as a response to the events of his times, as an attempt to construct
16
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and justify a constitutional structure that could offer resistance to turbulence and
serve as an antidote to the ever-present threat of chaos.
Whilst this approach is of greater utility, it is still not satisfactory, for it rests
on a conceptual error; namely, that ‘...even if the study of the social context of texts
could serve to explain them, this would not amount to the same as providing a
means to understand them.’18 In other words, knowledge of the social context in
which an author wrote a work is not the same as understanding the meaning of the
work, for it cannot account for the intention of the author.19 Thus, in the case of
Hobbes:
‘Unless we are prepared to ask what Hobbes is doing in Leviathan, and
to seek the answers by relating his work to the prevailing conventions
of political argument at the time, we can never hope to elucidate the
precise character of his counter-revolutionary theory of political
obligation, nor can we hope to understand the precise role of his
epistemology in relation to his political thought.’20
Thus whilst the social contextualist approach may help us to locate the text in time
and place, and in so doing furnish the historian with much needed information, for
the social environment obviously acts as a framework within which texts are written
and should be viewed, it leaves too many questions unanswered, and indeed
unanswerable. What did the author mean when she wrote in the first place? To
whom were the arguments addressed and why? Was she supporting or improving
upon a given and widely understood argument, or was she attacking the conventions
of the time? Was she being ironic? What can her silences tell us, for do they not often
speak louder than words? Why did she write in the specific manner in which she did?
In order to answer these questions we must examine and interpret texts in the
linguistic context in which they were written, for it is only within this milieu that
utterances assume their meaning.21 Skinner argues that the best way to do this is to
18
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develop the insights of speech-act theory, which views the performance of linguistic
utterances as a form of action.22 The writing of a text itself can therefore be seen as an
intrinsically political act: it has a purpose, and it is aimed at persuading an intended
audience of a certain set of arguments. (Which is not to say that this is the only way
in which it is received by a given audience). In order to elucidate the point, both
Dunn and Skinner have drawn on the work of J.L. Austin, the originator of the
theory, who proposed a useful distinction between the ‘locutionary’ and
‘illocutionary’ force of words, and consequently of texts.23 The locutionary point - or
‘force’ - of a text refers to the actual meaning of words, sentences, theories and
hypotheses; to their sense and reference. The illocutionary force, on the other hand,
refers to what the author was actually doing in saying what was said. Both the
locutionary and the illocuationary force need to be grasped in order to try to
understand and explain the text, to gain ‘uptake’. In particular, Skinner argued, the
illocutionary force had often been overlooked in the interpretation of texts.
However, interpreting both the locutionary and illocutionary force of
concepts presents difficulties, as can be demonstrated by referring to Machiavelli - a
favoured writer in IR, as one of the major figures in the realist canon. For example,
in chapter 16 of The Prince Machiavelli argues that ‘Princes must learn when not to
be virtuous.’24 On the face of it this is a simple statement, and yet it has been the
source of much debate. Excavating the locutionary meaning of this piece of advice is
not easy, and Skinner has argued that the original Italian word that is often
translated as ‘virtuous’ - virtú - is impossible to render directly into English,
representing a complex of different attributes, and that it should be left in its original
form.25 The perils of misinterpretation are thus readily apparent. This also helps to
highlight the elusive nature of concepts, of words themselves – justice, the state, law,
security etc. – that are often taken for granted in IR theory; it helps to demonstrate
that a thorough understanding of the actual meaning and employment of terms,
which are often historically contingent and contested, is required if the theorist is to
proceed in a suitably self-reflective manner.26
However, even if we assume that the meaning is transparent, that a perfect
translation is possible, and also if we are fully cognizant of the historical
circumstances in which the text was written – if, for example, we were experts on
position is actually ‘suprahistorical’, see Jens Bartelson, A Genealogy of Sovereignty (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp.53-69.
22
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sixteenth century Italian history - we would still not be able to claim a
comprehensive understanding of it. We would not know to whom it was aimed, and
why; we would remain unsure if it was meant ironically or in earnest; whether it was
common advice, just more eloquently and bluntly stated by Machiavelli than others,
and so forth. These questions, and others like them, are of vital import if we are to
understand Machiavelli’s thought, and assess its originality and power. They cannot
be answered by merely locating Machiavelli in time and place.
So, can we ever hope to successfully interpret historical texts, or at least
provide better interpretations of them than can be achieved through the more
traditional methods? The answer is a suitably qualified, and modest, yes, as the
search for understanding is ‘..not the mysterious empathetic process that old
fashioned hermeneutics may have led us to suppose.’27 Of course this is not the same
as saying that such understanding comes easily, and the impressive erudition
displayed by the various authors affiliated with the school serves as a humbling
reminder of this. Nevertheless, it is at least possible, although the conceptual
historian should always retain a sense of humility in the occluded face of the past,
remembering that the story they construct will always be only partial at best, and
never finished. The Cambridge School method should be seen as essentially
archaeological28, concerned as it is with tracing through time and space the concepts
through which human collectivities organise and constitute themselves, and the
shift(s) in such understandings. The actual practical method for conducting these
conceptual histories is not our concern here, although it can be briefly summarised as
demanding a comprehensive study of the set of texts, both minor and major, well
known and almost completely forgotten, that existed at the time of writing of the
particular text under examination, in order to gain an understating of the political
languages employed, and relating them to the general historical environment.29
International Relations and the ‘Historiographical Turn’
I have argued elsewhere that IR is currently undergoing an historiographical
turn, though a slow and uneven one, in that the study of the history of thought as it
relates to world politics, and also the actual historiography of the field, is regarded as
being of increased importance and is furthermore being pursued with heightened
vigour and sophistication.30 This turn is related to, indeed should be seen as a direct
27
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30
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result of, the increasing methodological awareness that has been in evidence in the
field in recent years.31 In turning their attention towards the structure of thought and
the nature, limits and possibilities of theory, IR scholars have come to a greater
understanding of the failings (indeed total failure) of positivism, of the necessarily
situated nature of knowledge, of the complexity of the link between epistemology
and ontology, between thought and action, ideas and praxis, and so forth. This has
laid the foundations, however fluid and shifting, for a much more reflexive approach
to theorising world politics, which has taken different and often competing forms,
but which can nevertheless be seen as bound by what Keohane labeled, rather simply
but nevertheless conveniently, a ‘reflectivist’ as opposed to a ‘rationalist’
orientation.32 Part of this turn towards (self) reflection, towards interpretation, has
been a greater awareness of the difficulties encountered in interpreting (historical)
texts.
The evidence for the historiographical turn can be seen in the recent spate of
books and articles that have sought to modify, or destroy, some of the proud ‘selfimages of a discipline’33 and in the process provide a more accurate picture of the
historical evolution and trajectory of the field, and also in work that succeeds in
offering more nuanced interpretations of key figures within the history of
(international) political theory. For example, Brian Schmidt has convincingly
demonstrated that the discourse about international politics, rather than emerging in
the aftermath of WWI, as is traditionally understood, in fact developed, in the US at
least, alongside the embryonic discipline of political science in the latter decades of
the 19th century. Furthermore, he argues that the disciplinary dominance of
‘idealism’ in the inter-war discourse is essentially a myth, for the period was rather
characterised by a theoretical shift towards a pluralistic conception of the state, based
in particular on the work of Harold Laski and Roscoe Pound, and consequently a
heightened awareness of the multiplicity of actors in world politics.34 Likewise, Tim
Dunne has shed light on the origins and institutional development of the influential
‘English School’ of international theory, and consequently helped in the reevaluation
of the thought and legacy of E.H Carr, a pivotal figure in British IR and a scholar
long regarded as an archetypal realist, but now interpreted in a more sophisticated
31

See, for example, Richard Little, ‘International Relations and the Methodological Turn’, Political
Studies, vol. XXXIX, no.3, Sept 1991, pp.463-478 and Martin Hollis & Steve Smith, Explaining and
Understanding International Relations (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990).
32
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34
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Disciplinary History of International Relations’, International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 42 (3), 1998, pp.433459. Schmidt draws particularly on the methodological work of John Gunnell in order to pursue his project,
and it is worth noting that Gunnell has been a fierce critic of Skinner. Skinner, in turn, has accused Gunnell
of radically misunderstanding his work, of approaching philistinism in his approach to the history of
thought, and of sketching a ‘self-defeatingly incoherent’ position. See, in particular, Gunnell,
‘Interpretation and the History of Political Theory: Apology and Epistemology’ American Political Science
Review, 76, 1982, pp.317-327; Skinner, Liberty Before Liberalism, p.107 and ‘A Reply to my Critics’,
pp.232-33 & 286.
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and sympathetic manner.35 Both of these authors have helped to challenge some of
the simplistic assumptions that many in IR have taken for granted, and in so doing
have helped to shed light on the contemporary state of the field by exposing some of
the myths which underlie it, and indeed which help to shape it.
Nevertheless, there remains much to be done in clearing up the
misunderstandings and mythology, as well as in reaching a better understanding of
the thought of figures from the past who have reflected on international affairs. The
employment of the Cambridge School methodology promises much in this regard,
especially due to the generally under-explored nature of the history of political
thought as it relates to world politics. Indeed, one of the weaknesses of the
Cambridge School is that its adherents have generally failed to study thought that
relates to international affairs, tending to concentrate instead on the state itself.36 This
can be seen as analogous to, and as perplexing as, the narrow state-centric focus of
much Anglo-American political theory. There is thus much scope for historically
sensitive investigations into past social and political thinkers, especially in relation to
their international political theories, and also into the much neglected and often
radically misunderstood history and development of the field itself, and the
Cambridge School approach offers a suitable method to embark upon such studies.
As our knowledge about the actual evolution of the field continues to expand,
this should help not only our collective self-understanding, but also lead to a greater
awareness of the historicity of ideas, the interaction between thought and action and
the evolution of the key concepts that are so often taken for granted in contemporary
theory. The study of history, and in particular intellectual history, can help to
problematise that which is considered unproblematic, by demonstrating that what is
now taken for granted has not always been so, and that concepts themselves have
proved the site of great contestation and subject to significant change.37 Every
concept, every idea, every term has a history, and that history is often littered with
battles waged over their employment, their reach and their suitability and
application. It is a myopic theorist who fails to understand the provenance and often
historically diverse meanings of the terms that they employ so confidently, and
usually without reflection. This in itself leaves much scope for intellectual and
historical archaeology, and from such excavations critique can commence.
For example, political science in the United States, at least as it is currently
practiced (and preached), is obsessed with the ‘idea of science’ and with matching
the relevant strict canons of investigation.38 But this has not always been so, and
35
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indeed is far from common in the study of IR elsewhere in the world39, and it is an
interesting question to ask why and how the discipline developed as it has, indeed
why it helps to act as what Timothy Luke has called an ‘ontological stabilizer’,
defending and helping to reproduce the social and political status quo.40 Such a
question is necessarily historical, for to answer it we must delve into the intellectual
and institutional evolution of the methods so confidently employed today.
Furthermore, in so doing we can see what approaches, what methods, what
theoretical endeavours were overlooked, sidelined and suppressed, and furthermore
why this occurred, and this interpretative process can help us to comprehend the
dynamics of conceptual change and dominance. It can thus help us to understand
why ‘Traditional Theory’, in Horkheimer’s sense of the term, emerged and
subsequently came to reign in the study of politics and society in the US, and the
conceptual foundations upon which this position is constructed.41 It is in this
intellectual space that the Cambridge School methodology can help to serve a critical
theoretic function, due to its inherent historical sensitivity and self-reflexivity.
Moreover, re-inventing the intellectual wheel seems a pastime of which IR theorists
are particularly fond, and a wider knowledge of intellectual history can help to
alleviate this problem, or at least place it in a more sophisticated perspective.42

III. Language, Legitimacy, and the Possibility of Critical Theory
Language Conventions and Conceptual Change
The methodology outlined above, whilst providing a necessary and important
corrective to the often simplistic and de-contextualised approach to intellectual
history found in IR, and whilst furthermore providing a means to help de-stabilise
the (pseudo) scientific pretensions of much contemporary mainstream theory
through interrogating its prevailing conceptual ‘givens’, also serves as the basis for a
more important project: the development of a critical theoretric imagination, which
paces center stage social and political transformation. This (meta) theoretical
orientation is rooted in the role of language in the establishment, communication and
Verba, Designing Social Inquiry: Scientific Inference in Qualitative Research (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1994).
39
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reproduction of political (and moral) legitimacy, and is based in the idea of speech as
a form of action. In particular, it concentrates on the role of politico-moral concepts,
through which we order social and political life and by which we are in turn ordered,
and the manner in which such concepts are manipulated and embedded in the
construction of world politics.43
Skinner has primarily been concerned with examining the role of political
thought in moulding action, and in particular the part played by political principles
in this process. Writers in various traditions, including some Marxist and many
behavioural approaches, argue that professed principles play little, if any role in
guiding political action, and that the real motives remain hidden behind a screen of
pernicious and false justification.44 As such, the subject of study should be the
prevailing social and economic conditions, the concrete material base. Principles
therefore are not regarded as causes, but mere epiphenonomen. Meanwhile, another
line of argument could be that political principles do indeed motivate political action
- that liberals do as and because of what liberals believe - and that therefore the
direction of causality is fairly clear; all one has to do is try and understand the
principles being professed, assess whether they are coherent, and then try and match
them to the behaviour of the agents under investigation.
However, neither of these arguments are satisfactory, for the former is too
dismissive of the power of ideas whilst the latter is too naïve, and Skinner approaches
the problematic relationship between thought and action, between language and
behaviour, through switching the causal arrow. Here lies part of his originality. Thus,
whatever the reason for an agent adopting a certain course of action, that agent will
need to be able to justify it through reference to a given set of language conventions,
a political vocabulary in Pocock’s terms, and this will lead to the shaping of what is
and is not possible for the agent to say, and therefore do. It is important to note that
we are not here concerned with establishing the motive(s) behind the agents’ actions,
for this both falls outside the scope of the investigation, and the theoretical claims
being made, and furthermore it is probably impossible in light of the philosophical
and psychological difficulties involved in knowing other minds. Language thus acts
as both a resource and a constraint, simultaneously setting limits and opening up
opportunities. This is particularly relevant for behaviour that Skinner (quaintly)
terms ‘untoward’. By this is meant behaviour that falls outside the conventions of the
time, action that somehow transgresses the boundaries of the ‘acceptable’. Thus the
task of the ‘innovating ideologist’ is to legitimate, to somehow justify, ‘untoward
social actions’ through manipulating the meaning and/or application of concepts in
order to alter political behaviour.45
This argument is developed – as might be expected - through recourse to
speech-act theory, and in particular by concentrating on the class of words that
43
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perform both an evaluative and a descriptive function (‘evaluative-descriptive’
terms). These are terms that, as the name would suggest, both describe an action (or
set of actions) and evaluate (in a normative manner) the action under description.
Examples could include ‘courage’, ‘paedophile’, ‘patriotism’, ‘security’ and
‘freedom’; as can be imagined, the list is almost endless. Such terms can serve to
either commend or condemn – ‘[t]o call an action courageous is at once to describe it
and to place it in a specific moral light.’46 - although it is certainly possible to imagine
them providing a less clear, more ambiguous evaluation.47 Through the intersubjective meanings attached to these terms, the normative parameters of a given
society are established and reproduced, its ‘moral identity’ set. However, it should be
clear that these concepts are, to some degree, floating, or at least unstable, in that
their sense/reference is open to challenge, manipulation and therefore
transformation. The essence of conceptual change thus lies in the malleable, shifting
relationship between sense and reference through time and space. How this change
occurs is necessarily political, for it involves conflict over meaning and action.
Thus the task of the innovating ideologist, the agent who wants to adopt a
non-conventional course of action, is clear but by no means easy, for it entails the
manipulation of concepts in order to legitimate a chosen course of action (whatever
the motive for that action may be). Without such manipulation, without the cooption of existing moral-political conventions, the task of legitimation is doomed to
failure. However, in being forced to adopt a set of conventions, the parameters of
realisable action are established, although certainly not fixed. The key issue, then, is
the communicative role of language: the fact that political thought is a form of
political action, and that in order to be able to communicate intelligibly the agent
must employ elements from the set of languages available at any one time.48 Of
course, this is not the same as saying that the agent is rigidly bound, indeed
imprisoned, by language, for conventions are not fixed and are open to manipulation
and challenge.49 Rather, the point is that, to a degree at least, the speaker must
employ the linguistic and conceptual tools to hand and that this sets intrinsic limits
on what it is possible to say, and consequently to do, meaning that ‘Every
revolutionary is to this extent obliged to march backwards into battle.’50
This understanding of political concepts is most fully developed, at least in
historical form, in Skinner’s essay on the role played by language in establishing the
46
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reach and purpose of parliamentary opposition in 18th century England.51 Here, he
starts by noting that at the time it was regarded as unjustified to engage in ‘general
opposition’, which is to say being openly critical of the government in most, if not
all, of its policy decisions, but that Lord Bolingbrooke, the Tory leader, was intent
upon following this course.52 Bolingbrooke was thus forced to confront, and try and
alter, political convention. In order to succeed, and to legitimate this change in
practice, Skinner argues that Bolingbrooke had to embark upon a mission to offer a
‘rival evaluative description’ for his and his parties’ behaviour. He did this through
cleverly arguing that his actions could, and indeed should, be regarded as ‘patriotic’,
because it was essential ‘to be able to refer to some already accepted political
principle as a means both of characterizing their approach and their alleged motive
for engaging in it, and thus as a means of seeking to legitimate as well as to
redescribe their own behaviour.’53 It is thus clear why he chose ‘patriotism’ as the key
term, the legitimating principle, for who could argue against patriotism, at that time
one of the highest of virtues? (Of course, it is symptomatic of the changing meanings
of words – and of the possibility to change them - that today patriotism is far from
being regarded as an unproblematic high ideal54). Thus
…the range of actions which it was open to Bolingbrooke and his party
to perform in opposing Walpole’s Ministry was limited to the range of
actions for which they could hope to supply recognizable justifications,
and was thus limited by the range of recognized political principles
which they could plausibly hope to suggest as favourable descriptions
(and thus as justifications) for their actions.55
From this argument it then follows, as would be expected, that once this set of
principles have been employed then they set the parameters for action, opening up
some channels and closing down others. There is therefore a form of pathdependency involved in the choice of legitimation vocabulary for although it is of
course possible to attempt to manipulate the principle again, this can only be done in
reference to other sets of concepts and arguments, and so on. This would at first
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seem to indicate that change is only possible, if at all, slowly and gradually.56
Nevertheless, with clever manipulation the innovating ideologist can indeed bring
about a radical change in the normative parameters of society, for which one needs
only to look at the tragic case of Nazi Germany, where within the space of a
generation it became acceptable for certain forms of behaviour - the extermination of
minorities based on ethnicity being the most obvious and horrific example – which
were previously considered unacceptable, and which were elsewhere regarded as
abominable.
By examining the role of language intelligibility and communication in the
legitimation of political and social action, it can be shown that the constitutive role of
language in shaping the normative architecture of (any given) society is open to
challenge, that the parameters are far from fixed, but at the same time that there are
intrinsic limits to what can practically be achieved. Theory and practice are shown to
be interwoven, and constitutive of social life. Thus language, and especially the
politico-moral concepts through which action is structured, both enables and
constrains, providing opportunities and establishing the limits of potential socialpolitical transformation.
The Possibility and Practice of Critical Theory
‘Eventually a judgment day may come when all social theorists are
summoned before the pearly gates to declare their allegiance. Were
you with Habermas, the Archangel will ask, or with Deconstruction?’57
The label ‘critical theory’ has become increasingly widely employed in the study of
world politics, yet it remains ambiguous and open to confusion. Traditionally the
label has been associated with the Critical Theory of the Frankfurt School, and
increasingly with the work of the most important contemporary heir to this
approach, the massively prolific Jürgen Habermas. In IR this important approach is
exemplified by the work of Andrew Linklater.58 However, there are a large number
of other competing approaches that also claim the critical mantle, and they are often
opposed to many of the central ideas and assumptions – not least the claim to
universality - of the Frankfurt School(ers). The most prominent of these approaches –
critical of Critical theory, as it were - is loosely termed postmodernism, although
sheltering under this broad discursive umbrella can be found a large number of
56
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diverse theorists.59 However, it is possible to argue that, in some senses, there is an
increasing polarisation between the two positions, at least in social theory, and that
this leads to contention over the very nature and purpose of a critical theory60 (a neat
example of the Cambridge School understanding of language if ever there was one).
This need not be so.
Critical theory, in the broad sense that I am here using the term, understands
itself to be irreducibly situated within that which is under investigation - ‘society’,
the ‘polity’ – and is consequently self-reflexive and non-objective. It proceeds from
an awareness of the theorists’ partiality, and serves as critique based on the
possibility of transcendence, of the here and now, of actually existing social relations,
of current structures of thought and action. Most work produced under the auspices
of ‘Political Science’ fails to meet these essential criteria, falling instead into the
warm and comforting embrace of ‘Traditional’ theory, while many (but not all) of
those who would classify themselves as post-structuralists, Gramscians, Frankfurt
School(ers), feminists and some constructivists would satisfy this definition. In other
words, a critical theoretic approach to world politics does not have to be linked with
any one particular school of thought, nor should it be confined primarily to those
influenced by the Frankfurt School (in either its earlier or later manifestations),
impressive as their work is. Critical theory is not synonymous with Habermas,
Adorno or Linklater, nor indeed with Foucault or Derrida. Rather, it is more broadly
concerned with what N. J. Rengger has called ‘a project of critique’.61
In order to align the Cambridge School approach with this broad project of
critique it is first worth asking in slightly more detail what a critical theory should
consist of, and exploring the ways in which it can serve as the basis for critique as
well as opening up the possibility of transformation. Calhoun has neatly
encapsulated the outlines of the general critical theoretic position, or more accurately
orientation, by arguing that for a theory to be critical it is necessary to meet a number
of linked aims:
1. a critical engagement with the theorist’s contemporary social world,
recognizing that the existing state of affairs does not exhaust all
possibilities, and offering positive implications for social action;
2. a critical account of the historical and cultural conditions (both social
and personal) on which the theorist’s own intellectual activity depends;
3. a continuous critical re-examination of the constitutive categories and
conceptual frameworks of the theorist’s understanding, including the
historical construction of those frameworks; and
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4. a critical engagement with other works of social explanation that not
only establishes their good and bad points but shows the reasons
behind their blind spots and misunderstandings, and demonstrates the
capacity to incorporate their insights on stronger foundations.62
Most of the current modes claiming the critical mantle, in IR and beyond, would
rightly claim that they fall within these parameters, at least in principle.63 What is
most interesting about the above list, though, is that the project that Calhoun outlines
is necessarily historical, in that all of the above categories call for historical
investigation and (self) understanding; they require theory and practice to be
positioned in time. Furthermore, they demand a high degree of conceptual
awareness, of intellectual history, and of the location of the theorist within an everevolving set of political vocabularies. As such, the Cambridge School approach is
particularly appropriate to the above tasks, and in particular numbers 2 and 3, and
can rightly be envisioned as a method suitable for inclusion within the project of
critique. Although none of the Cambridge School authors have explicitly sought to
pursue a critical theoretic position, its potential to act as such has been recognised, as
demonstrated by Skinners recent argument that
Not only is our moral and social world held in place by the manner in
which we choose to apply our inherited normative vocabularies, but
one of the ways in which we are capable of re-appraising and changing
our world is by changing the ways in which these vocabularies are
applied.64
Indeed it might be argued that Skinners current work on articulating an historically
derived republican alternative to contemporary liberalism can be seen in this critical
light.65
Although not by necessity a critical theory – how could it be, when Hitler
has been one of the most successful proponents of the manipulation of language for
the purpose of legitimation – this interpretative understanding of society allows for
the possibility of one. It is here worth noting an important distinction that Charles
Taylor has made between ontological issues and advocacy commitments in regard to
62
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social and political theory, for they bear directly on the relationship between the
Cambridge School understanding of being and the world, and the ethical possibilities
that this engenders. Ontological concerns are those which ‘you recognize as the
factors you will invoke to account for social life’, whilst advocacy relates to ‘the
moral stand or policy one adopts’ as a result of the ontological account.66 Thus whilst
this linguistic-conceptual understanding of social construction is an ontological one,
and whilst no moral commitments or positions flow automatically from it as such,
through its positing of the possibility of transformation, certain advocacy claims can
be brought to bear. For if one believes that the normative parameters of society, the
conventions which shape what can and cannot be legitimately done in society and
polity, are structured and reproduced through linguistic constructs, namely politicomoral concepts, then this obviously opens up the possibility of change through the
manipulation of such concepts. They become sites of contestation, spaces of political
conflict. It is thus possible to embark upon the project of critique, and to call for and
aim at, transformation. The world is not necessarily doomed to forever repeat its
violent and unjust past, it is not naturally a realm of ‘repetition and recurrence’, to
paraphrase Martin Wight. It is humanly constructed, and therefore open to human(e)
transformation.
By manipulating language, and in particular the aforementioned class of
evaluative-descriptive terms, it is possible, in principle at least, to re-configure the
normative parameters of a human society, or indeed of any social-political unit
(don’t try this at home kids?). This is not to say that such change is easy - far from it
(and who ever claimed it was?) - but at least it is possible. Of course, this approach
does not suggest which direction the critical theory should take, which reconfiguration of the world should be aimed for, or what emancipation and freedom
would actually mean in practice. Nor does it pin-point the exact locus at which to
achieve the greatest possible success; it is as likely that the attempt to manipulate
concepts will fail as succeed. There is no easy answer, no linguistic-conceptual
panacea. However, it does allow for the possibility, and to start with at least, that is
enough. The rest follows from this.
However, whilst affirming the possibility of a critical theory, this approach
also sets intrinsic limits on the endeavour, on what can practically be achieved, and
why. By stressing that the agent of change, the innovating ideologist, must conform,
at least to some degree with the linguistic conventions of the time, that they must rely
on, and engage with, the political vocabularies that are available to them, the limits
are delineated. The practice, or at least the practical import, of critical theory is
constrained. One can search for a new language, a medium or trope that attempts to
break all barriers, subvert and transgress all conventions, invert currently existing
norms, but if nobody is listening, because they cannot understand, because
understanding itself is impossible, then to what avail?67 The practice of a critical
theory is thus irreducibly bound up with the conditions of its possibility.68
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A brief example of the potential role of this understanding for a critical theory
of world politics will hopefully help to highlight both the role and limitations that the
structure of political language imposes on an agent, but also the possibilities that it
engenders. Such an example can be found in a recent analysis of the innovative
linguistic forms employed by ‘Subcomandante Insurgente Marcos’, leader of the
Zapatista rebellion in Mexico. Nicholas Higgins argues that Marcos’ use of poetry,
prose, and various playful tropes in his communiqués to the outside world are
attempts to ‘…disrupt and disturb the government’s monopoly on information.’69 On
one level this demonstrates the practical difficulties involved in attempting to
manipulate the linguistic conventions of a society for those without recourse to
power and the dominant role of the media.70 It demonstrates the difficulties involved
in attempting transformation in a world of vast power asymmetry.
However, the prior difficulties encountered by Marcos are equally revealing.
As an early convert to the Zapatista cause, and with a background as an academic,
Marcos was initially set the task of spreading la palabra politica – the political word –
to the indigenous communities in the remote Chiapas region. Schooled and steeped
in Marxist-Leninist doctrine he soon encountered apparently insurmountable
difficulties in his task, for the local populations could not understand his teachings.
Marcos has since spoken of the problems that he had communicating his message to
these populations, and has noted ‘the absurdities that we have been taught; of
imperialism, social crisis, the correlation of forces and their coming together, things
that nobody understands, and of course neither did they.’ He proceeds, ‘They would
tell you that they had understood nothing, that your words were not understandable,
that you had to look for other words…’71 Marcos thus soon found that the MarxistLeninist rhetoric was thoroughly unsuited to motivating and recruiting this
population, for the simple reason that it fell outside of their own politico-moral
vocabulary(s) and linguistic conventions, and he was forced to try and find ‘the
words with which to say it.’72 Thus he had to find new ways of speaking, in short, a
new conceptual vocabulary with which to communicate.
The answer, Marcos found, was not simply in translating his ideas into a
language that the Indians could understand, which is to say that it was not simply a
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matter of translation per se, of removing the jargon and attempting to find relevant
local terms for ideas. Rather, it involved coming to an understanding of how the
indigenous population constituted their society through their own radically different
concepts, for example of time. In order to talk to and with them, to become
intelligible and to recruit them to his cause, Marcos had to learn to speak their
language(s), to immerse himself in their conceptual construction of being and the
world. In so doing both he, and the nature of the Revolutionary movement itself,
was forever changed; Marcos lost much of his dogmatic Marxist zeal, and the
movement adopted a more explicitly indigenous character.73 As this brief example
helps to demonstrate, language is a complex medium central to the constitution of
social being, and vital in shaping political action. It further helps to demonstrate the
key role of the media and governmental authority in the reproduction of certain
conceptual understandings, and the difficulty of formulating a coherent and effective
response. This is a vital area of study for IR scholars, yet one only fully appreciated
at the interpretative margins of the discipline. It is in this intellectual space that the
methodology developed by the Cambridge School theorists can play an important
role, and provide a means of critique.

IV. Conclusion
Jan Aart Scholte has called for IR to shift its energy and concentration to the study of
social change.74 Phillip Allot, meanwhile, has forcefully argued that ‘…the proper
study of International Studies is humanity.’75 The two, I would argue, are intimately
connected, and are conjoined, through the constitutive medium of language, and its
manifestation in the conceptual ordering of society. The study of world politics can
thus fruitfully be (re)conceived of as the study of conceptual stasis and change. By
exploring the manner in which vital concepts – the state, the nation, justice, security,
sovereignty, globalisation, human rights - emerge, are defined, redefined, and
become embedded we can see how they shape action, and are likewise shaped by it.
We can consequently hope to develop a better understanding of the mechanisms
through which social and political transformation is brought about, and how it can
be (and has been) achieved in practice.
By understanding ‘politics itself as a language-system and language itself as a
political system’76 we can therefore begin to discern the forces that both constrain and
enable us, as active agents, and which are both used against us and can in turn be
employed by us. As such we can hope to gain a better understanding of how human
beings shape the world around them, and consequently we can reach a more fully
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developed conception of the role of agency itself, its inherent limitations and
transcendent possibilities. As Keith Michael Baker has reminded us
Human agents find their being within language; they are, to that
extent, constrained by it. Yet they are constantly working with it and
on it, playing at its margins, exploiting its possibilities, and extending
the play of its potential meanings, as they pursue their purposes and
projects. Although this play of discursive possibility may not be
infinite, in any given linguistic context, it is always open to individual
and collective actors.77
A critical theoretic understanding of this position, as outlined in this essay, sees the
role of the theorist as being to actively engage in and pursue the process of
transformation, achievable through the malleability of the evaluative-descriptive
concepts through which we order social and political life. Theory is thus regarded as
an active intervention in practice, however limited and marginal. However, whilst
affirming the possibility of a critical theory, of the project of critique, the
understanding that this approach engenders sets practical limits on the endeavour, on
what can realistically be achieved, as well as pointing out potential lines of action, all
of which should be heeded by those studying IR. By stressing that the agent must
conform, at least to some degree, with the linguistic conventions of the time and
place, that they must partially rely on the political vocabularies available, the limits
are sketched. Nevertheless, if change is possible, as I believe the Cambridge School
approach helps to demonstrate, then it is the responsibility, if not the moral
imperative of the (critical) theorist to attempt it.
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